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Introduction

In 2010, the Center for the Study of Intelligence asked Deloitte to conduct a study of

emerging trends in business, society and technology that would have a significant impact on the

profession of intelligence. Last year, our 2013 Bush School Capstone team was asked to conduct

a study on what the Deloitte report might have missed. They produced a comprehensive,

fascinating and frankly futuristic report that discussed some trends that will be extremely

important in the next 10-20 years, including "quantum computing," "data teleportation

communication" through light beams and protons that will be impossible to penetrate, and

studies on the ability of the brain to manipulate machines form a distance known as the "Brain-

Machine Interface." We were asked this year to examine some immediate trends that will affect

the profession of intelligence in the next 5 to 7 years. Accordingly, we narrowed our focus as to

what is practical and what one may likely see actually employed before the end of the decade

based on current research. But at the same time, we occasionally stretched as we were also asked

to go beyond current groupthink as long as we stayed short of far-fetched Star Wars

technology. Within those parameters, the following report represents what we came up with as

emerging trends that will likely effect the profession of intelligence in the next 5 to 7 years.
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Forensic Phenotyping

The Trend

Forensic Phenotyping is the process of translating DNA from very small "forensic

samples into a description of a suspect's physical appearance, geographical origin, and even

behavior characteristics."1 It has exciting implications for both law enforcement and intelligence.

This process can be completed using the genetic material left on someone's cigarette, gum,

hairbrush or essentially anywhere else. Utilizing 3D software and a technique known as

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), one can examine Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms and

perform DNA sequencing from the sample ofDNA collected. This information can then be

applied to a coding system, which will analyze the physical genetic traits associated with the

DNA sample and parameterize a 3D model representation of them, ultimately creating a physical

representation of the individual who's DNA was used.

Implications for the 1C

Forensic phenotyping as a scientific method offers great potential to the Intelligence

Community. This technology could greatly improve the CIA's ability to track suspects and

identify threats, and opens the door to new methods of intelligence collection, data coding, and

analysis. As advancements are made in this technology, it calls great attention to the likelihood

and propensity of genetic determinism and the development of genetic surveillance. The ability

to extract personal information including: "skin, hair, and eye color, geographical ancestry, gait,

or predisposition to smoking" from genetic material lends focus to an entirely different form of

personal and physical security, as well as national security.3
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While the next five to seven years hold the potential for great development of this

technology and its applicability to the 1C, it also raises significant security concerns for US

clandestine operations abroad. The policy and bioethical questions and consequences of

collecting, analyzing, and viewing someone's genetic information without their knowledge or

consent will likely be extremely disconcerting to the general population, but will be invaluable to

the operations of the Intelligence Community. The security ofU.S. covert operators and their

aliases could be jeopardized and the ability to continue utilizing identity-altering methods of

tradecraft may be negatively affected as the privacy and ability to generate information from

individuals genetic material becomes more widespread. Foreign development of DNA tracking

databases are likely to become a growing concern and as such, advancements in DNA spoofing

will be vital to the protection of intelligence personnel abroad. Furthermore, the continued

expansion of this technology internationally, its acquisition and exploitation by our adversaries,

and its use for profiling or to obtain behavioral information will be significant markers of the

growing importance of this trend.

Current State of Affairs

The Netherlands currently leads in this field of research but other countries including: the

USA, Germany, Canada, Belgium, UK, and Australia have also begun exploring what

opportunities lie in the development ofDNA forensic phenotyping. Forensic phenotyping

technology is currently accessible to law enforcement and medical personnel only in kit form,

but this technology is likely to become more accessible in the coming years. Today, the end

product of this scientific process is one of "family resemblance" rather than that of an identical
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reproduction of the individual who s DNA was being processed. The primary reason associated

) with this outcome is that today, research and development on the study of facial morphology

remains in its infancy stages, as the concept of forensic phenotyping is still so new in the world
I

I of science and genetics.5

5-7 Year Outlook

While the current results of forensic phenotyping lack a great deal of precision, experts in

the field of genetics have begun to work on correcting these imperfections through continued

research on facial morphology. The number of genes likely to affect the physical characteristics

and make-up of the human face are vast, numbering in the thousands, but new methods such as

Bootstrapped Response-based Imputation Modeling (BRIM) are being developed to help further

the accuracy of forensic phenotyping. BRIM uses thousands of specially dense quasi-landmarks

to measure the face shape of population samples from various demographics and "uncover the

relationships between facial variation and the effects of sex, genomic ancestry, and a subset of

craniofacial candidates genes."6 This type of research in forensic morphology seeks to "identify

genes affecting normal-range facial features and for approximating the appearance of a face for

genetic markers," such as those collected in analyzed in the process of forensic phenotyping.

Additionally, while behavioral analysis remains a particularly controversial aspect of

forensic phenotyping, there is science to support the notion that information on the propensity to

perform criminal behaviors can be obtained from genetic predisposition. However, "genotypes

for behavioral traits will not be easily found," though some are more optimistic that with

continual research many will be discovered. Experts have noted that the "complexity of these
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quantitative traits, coupled with variability introduced by environmental and nutritional

differences, means that even if the genes influencing them were identified there are no

guarantees that simple deterministic tests would emerge."8 Sociologists also hold strong

reservations to exploration in this area of genetic research, expressing concern that identifying

such psychological tendencies may lead research down a slippery slope and come dangerously

close to the field of eugenics.9
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Augmented Reality Eyewear

I

The Trend

1 There is already eyewear on the market that creates an augmented reality for the wearer.

Augmented reality is the portrayal of both what is in front of the viewer and an interactive

1 display simultaneously, with the display showing explanations of what a person is looking at,

including messages, directions, and other data.10 The current technology uses a combination of

1 glasses and contact lenses, which are designed to have the capabilities of a smart phone.

Ultimately, the trend is to continue to improve the capabilities of this technology and ultimately

1 camouflage it in such a way that it resembles everyday eyewear.

I
I
I Implications for the 1C

Augmented reality would allow the wearer to access real-time updated information

I wherever their location, which could be critical during a covert mission when the data is

continuously changing. There is technology that can track eye movements in order to determine

b what information the user wants to focus on. By using the eye-tracking technology, the wearer

can discretely move through different sources of information. The eyewear could also be

\ combined with technology such as facial and voice recognition to provide accurate target

identification, as well as eye, blood-oxygen content analysis, and facial movement analysis that

t could be factors in indicating deception. The eyewear would also be able to send and receive

messages allowing the officer in the field to maintain constant communication with their agency.

I This could also include photos or scans of what the viewer is seeing, which would not only allow
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for incredibly detailed information to be transmitted, but also mean the 1C would no longer have

to place as much reliance on an officer's memory. In the future, wearable technology might even

be further developed to include technology like infrared or Xaver, which would give operators

some capability to see through walls and struchires. Overall, it would be an unobtrusive manner

to collect intelligence, which would be more difficult to detect than using other photographic

technology.

Current State of Affairs

Currently, the augmented reality glasses on the market can receive text messages and connect

to the Internet while also allowing the wearer to see their actual surroundings. They have also

recently discovered how to make contacts night-vision enabled using graphene, which could be

integrated into the current eyewear. The Google Glass device presently responds to voice

commands. Other augmented reality eyewear has incorporated the tracking of eye movement to

allow the wearer to select specific information.15

Google is seeking a patent that will facilitate the creation of contact lens with the ability

to take pichires. It has been speculated that the contacts are able to detect when the wearer

blinks. Blinking could then be used to send commands to the lens or other connected devise. This

patent was submitted in 2012 and the concept has yet to be publicly announced by Google.

The Department of Defense (D OD) is currently using augmented reality eyewear referred to

as heads-up displays or HUDs, which creates an augmented reality, showing their environment

and new information on their troops, enemies, and other targets. In 2012, the DOD contracted

Innovega to create a contact technology that would allow for a wider field of vision.
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The challenge for scientists is how difficult it is for eyes to focus on objects close to the

eye. For this reason, Innovega has created contact lenses that allow the wearer to focus on

objects both near and distant simultaneously.20 The glasses themselves have miniature projectors

to display the interactive portion of augmented reality. Worn in tandem, the contacts and glasses

allow the viewer to have a more enhanced augmented reality experience. The company Meta has

created augmented reality eyewear they call space glasses that use similar technology, which

give the wearer the capability to easily use technology such as laptops or cellphones, without

them being physically present and instead using a hologram. CNN has compared Meta's

augmented reality glasses to Tony Stark's technology in the Iron Man films that allow him to

manipulate technology and 3-D images being shown as a hologram.

5-7 Year Outlook

Jang-Ung Park at Uslan National Instihite of Science and Technology is currently

working towards creating contact lenses that have the same abilities as a computer, including the

capability to take photos and scan images. Facebook firmly believes that this technology will

( become commonplace at some point in the future and has recently spent $2 billion to buy Oculus

VR, a maker of augmented reality eyewear. Facebook's Mark Zuckerberg has stated that he

( sees augmented reality as the future of communication. On April 16th, Paul Saffo, a Stanford

University professor, wrote that these current Google Glass devices will soon become "eBay

( collectible[s]," as development will lead to normal-looking glasses with greater features. He

states that the process is similar to how large desktop computers "shrank into laptops and
»
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disappeared into our backpacks and briefcases," ultimately predicting that wearable technology

will soon "be in constant communication with cyberspace and real-time information systems."
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Real-Time Translation

The Trend

Real-time translation is the ability to translate speech or text instantly. In the past this

task was performed by a trained human operator who physically translated the speech to text or

orally repeated it. Throughout the 1990s and into the early 2000s, software started replacing the

human operator. In 2001, Google began providing online translation services to and from

English in eight languages. The method of translation used during this time was called machine

translation, and simply translated the words from one language to another, but had a hard time

translating whole phrases or idioms. By 2006 Google came up with a new method called

statistical machine translation, which involved analyzing billions of words of text both in the

target language and human translations between the languages. Recently, statistical learning

algorithms have been applied to validate linguistic rules between the languages.26 The trend is to

develop devices that translate quickly, more accurately and are smaller and easier to carry or

conceal.

Implications for the 1C

The advantages of instantaneous translation are obvious. One of the main advantages is

speeding up the intelligence cycle by improving the analyst's processing task. Integrated with

Google Glass, case officers will also no longer need to be able to fully understand the language.

The combination ofGoogle's conversation mode and Docomo's augmented reality would give

case officers the ability to fully understand the language in visual and auditory environments.

That is, a case officer could potentially immediately read a document in a foreign language.
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BBN's Broadcast Monitoring system could be used at the back end to provide an instant dossier

of the individual's text and speech patterns, allowing analysts to instantaneously track what

targeted individuals are saying across the web.

Current State of Affairs

Google Translate currently translates 81 languages and offers several modes including

text-to-text, voice-to-text, and voice-to-voice translations. They are also beta testing "Google

Conversation Mode,' which will allow for close to real-tkne translation. Another device is being

created by the Japanese company Docomo and uses augmented reality to visually translate text in

a real world environment into your desired language. The current technology uses special smart

glasses that constantly scan the environment for text in a particular language and within a few

seconds display the translated text. Their goal is to perfect this technology by 2020 for the Tokyo

Olympics.27

Another translation service has focused on capturing media broadcasts is BBN's

Broadcast Monitoring System, an autonomous system that translates and stores foreign media

broadcasts. In addition, the system can translate text from webpages and can be set up to store

them in an archive.

5-7 Year Outlook

Real-time translation is nearing perfection now, but all aspects of translation have not

been implemented into one device. The next step in the future will be to combine Docomo's

augmented reality for the foreign text translation we see in our everyday lives with voice-to-
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voice translation of Google Conversation Mode. The technology for BBN's Broadcast

Monitoring system could also eventually be setup to create instant dossiers of individuals on

their text and speech patterns, all of which could be immediately accessed via Google Glass or

other wearable devices. Additionally, one must also consider the fact that, although many in the

world have learning English as a universal language, if this technology became available soon it

could potentially reduce the impetus to learn English and other foreign languages
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Facial Recognition

The Trend

Facial recognition and other methods of biometric identification have become extremely

advanced in recent years, although they are not nearly as fast or accurate as generally portrayed

in the media. But new technology and matching algorithms will allow it to move from solely

large surveillance systems reliant on law enforcement databases to mobile devices that can match

against the de facto databases of social media networks, and powerful new technology has made

identifying obstructed and angled images of faces increasingly more accurate, something of great

value to the 1C. This will augment existing surveillance and identifying capabilities and allow for

a more portable, unobtrusive, and accurate series of devices that will be ideal for field use in the

future.

Implications for the 1C

This is an area of extreme importance to the 1C, as it allows for much quicker and more

accurate identification of subjects. The relatively inconspicuous nature of the Mobile Offender

Recognition and Information System (MORIS) detailed below would make rapid image capture

and subsequent identification of a subject feasible in a field environment, and in terms of

providing timely intelligence, the ability to confirm the identity of a subject on the spot could be

greatly enhanced.

Additionally, programs like Facebook's new DeepFace facial recognition technology,

explained in the following section, while developed ostensibly to help social media users more

quickly and efficiently identify and tag friends in photos, could be harnessed to great effect by

./
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the 1C. With so many users on social media sites, the 1C could now reach beyond cruninal

B databases to identify subjects, as many individuals it will want to identify might not have

existing or searchable criminal records to draw from. Were a database of social media identities

ft to be integrated with a mobile device similar to MORJS, the 1C would have the ability to identify

a large number of people with great reliability in a field setting. Naturally, this can also be used

1 against our intelligence operatives, as maintaining a cover will only become increasingly

difficult to do as advanced tools like this make preserving anonymity harder and harder to

I accomplish.

&
I
I Current State of Affairs

The ability to match faces with identities is only as good as the database and algorithm

I for matching being used. There are two parts to the process: investigational mode, which pares

down the whole database of faces to a dozen or more possibilities, and identification mode,

ji which applies the matching algorithm to the smaller list.2 With the most accurate of these

^
algorithms, an unidentified subject searched against a database of 1.6 million people could be

^ identified with 92% accuracy, which increased to 97% when subjected to additional examination

by trained experts. Historically, there have been issues when trying to integrate this technology
h
( with a mobile platform. While standard mobile phones have the ability to recognize faces, they

(
often lack the processing power to do so with extreme accuracy, and the additional burden of

»
j running an on-the-spot identification algorithm is extremely taxing on the device.30 Other

[
problems with mobile devices include the low quality of the images they take and insufficient

>

) memory to account for an optimized matching algorithm,31
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However, new technology has been recently developed to ameliorate this problem. The

company BI2 Technologies has a device called MORIS, which fits a small biometric

processing device onto the back of standard cell phone, with versions already operational for

iPhone and Android-brand devices. The device, which consists of a biometric capture model, a

CPU, a power source, and a short-range wireless communication receiver, sends the image it

captures to an external server for analysis and potential identification, and then displays the

results on the phone in a period as quick as five seconds or less.34 By effectively moving the

processing element off-site, the most taxing elements for a mobile device are eliminated, and all

of its processing power can be diverted to capturing the highest possible image quality. MORIS

can also conduct iris scans and match identities based on fingerprints; pictures for identification

can be taken from five feet away, while iris scans must be six inches or closer. MORIS can

potentially be integrated with any database, from criminal records to health care provider files.3

A powerful new database is also emerging: social media. Facebook recently rolled out

new software called "DeepFace," which breaks images of people down into layers, identifying

67 points on the face and creating an advanced 3D model of a forward-looking face, allowing

photographs from angles other than head-on to be used reliably.37 From there, each separate area

of the face is filtered and compared to database images using different information and criteria to

determine if there is a match.3 Based on a test run of 4 million images of over 4,000 people, the

results were a staggering 97.25% success rate, compared to the 97.53% success rate of the

average human for the same type of activity40.

5-7 Year Outlook
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literature, the Xaver products could logically be used for the same purpose, as they are also able

to translate subject movement visually.

The device being developed by Project Tango offers a different capability. Though one ^

would have to gain access to a structure for it to be effective, it provides incredible mapping (P^

capabilities once within. Using special processors, a camera, and a visual sensor, the device

would basically serve as a standard smartphone that could map rooms with incredible fidelity. J^N

Press releases and promotional videos from Google suggest that the device could provide a full

layout of a room and provide the dimensions as well. For an intelligence operative that might (|i—

only have a brief period of time to access a structure, this could provide much more detail about

it in less time than traditional photographing or measuring. This would be extremely useful for y

ya*
the purposes of gathering information on the makeup of the structure, which could then be used

for tasks like returning later for the installation of covert listening or surveillance devices. H—

^
Current State of Affairs (W

Decreased size and lower costs are the primary innovations ofWi-Vi; it would be

possible to employ it on an everyday cell phone (as the technology is based on standard 2.4GHz jpN

Wi-Fi radios) as opposed to the large, power-hungry devices typically required for sonar. Wi- ^

Vi is successful in "seeing" through walls and opaque objects of standard thickness by bouncing ^N

two Wi-Fi signals through the objects and into the room. The signals cancel out on immobile ^

objects, but detect any movement. As such, Wi-Vi does not give a picture of the room, but rather (^N

^a
any movement within it, including relatively minute gesturing. In its most basic form, the ^

prototype Wi-Vi device consists of three antennas close together, and the device must be (I—
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>
target structure. In terms of covert action, each device has its own advantages, though Wi-Vi

> benefits from using existing technology. Given the proliferation of devices with Wi-Fi signals in

>
the average building, imagine if one were able to remotely gain control of them and turn them

> into essentially a Wi-Vi device, which in turn would be able to give a fairly accurate picture of

I
what parts of the building were occupied and by how many people. Any counterintelligence and

I

countersurveillance teams that might be monitoring sensitive structures for signs of tampering

I

would see only the existing Wi-Fi signals, which would not be suspicious. By contrast, Xaver's

more accurate UWB technology can provide very detailed 3D images that display rough

elements of targets' size, movement, and positioning within the room, though the Xaver 400

and 800 models sacrifice compact size and rely on radar waves that would presumably be

detected by countersurveillance measures. However, the Xaver 100 is a small, handheld device

that can still be unobtrusively used to determine whether a room contains people and the

du-ection they are moving, though it does not provide as advanced a picture as the other products

in the line.

For Wi-Vi, an additional report by the device's inventors also highlights its potential to

communicate via gestures, opening up possibilities as a new method of covert communication.

Wi-Vi encodes movement as "positive" or "negative" based on the subject's movement towards

or away from it, so a simple code can be created off of this.49 Furthermore, the ability to monitor

a subject's movement and body language can provide a more accurate picture of the individual's

habits. This might seem far-fetched now, but as the technology improves, Wi-Vi holds many

interesting possibilities. Though Camera does not highlight this ability in its promotional

The
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Room Surveillance and IVIapping

The Trend

With technology like Forward Looking Infrared (FUR), we have had the ability to see

through opaque objects and get a better picture of what lies behind them to some degree.

However, several new technologies have the potential to supplement this capability and make it

easier to gain a better idea of what might be happening behind the walls of room, in particular

rl
Wi-Vi, Camera's Xaver devices, and even Google's new Project Tango environment mapping

system. The concept for Wi-Vi is not dissimilar to sonar technology, but it is much more

compact and uses the standard Wi-Fi signals we rely on so often today. The three different

products in the Xaver line all rely on some form of Ultra Wide-Band (UWB) imaging

technology and "micro-power pulse radar" to provide 3D representations of people and objects it

detects behind solid structures. The Project Tango device is somewhat different, requiring ^p

v»
access to the interior of a structure to be effective, but once it is within, it uses sensors on

smartphone to take over 250,000 3D measurements per second to create vividly detailed 3D (PN

maps of its surroundings.

Implications for the 1C

In the case of Wi-Vi and Xaver, the primary benefit of these products from an ^f

IP"
intelligence standpoint would be that they provide hardware that can augment existing infrared

capabilities and allow an individual to track the movement of others within a structure. From an ^r

•Ba
intelligence perspective, this would provide not only more accurate pattern of life, but also could ^

be useful for figuring out the most ideal time to attempt to send a team to gain access to the (II"
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I
In the next 5-7 years, this technology can only be expected to improve and become more

I widespread. MORJS was first tested by law enforcement in 2010, and is currently available to

law enforcement agencies now.41 DeepFace is still in research and development mode, but the

> access to vast amounts of test images that its researches have will only likely serve to make it

>
more refined in the future. Within this timeframe, it is veiy likely that mobile facial recognition

> tools and the database of identities that the continued rise in the popularity of social media has

•
created will soon be much more closely tied together, and identities of subjects can be obtained

I from more than just criminal databases.

I
However, as this technology becomes more prevalent, there is the possibility that

I

1 individuals may become more conscious of it and seek to defeat it. The result is that people may

wear more disguises in public and may even consider falsifying or disguising images of
I

1 themselves on Facebook or when takmg pictures for identification documents like drivers

licenses.
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5-7 Year Outlook

Within the next five to seven years, there will be significant advancement in hardware,

algorithms, and visualization of movement on the Wi-Vi device. Similarly, Camera's Xaver

products have only been in development for a few years, and will only become more accurate

and advanced as UWB technology improves. An initial timeline for Project Tango indicated that

Google expected to release prototypes of its device to a group of 200 developers for additional

testing and use by March 14 , 2014,so it can be expected that there will be new developments in

practical applications of the product in the near future. One potential development could occur

once these technologies are miniaturized, opening up the possibility of incorporating them into

technology like Google Glass. Currently these devices are far too large, but the ability to have a

highly portable and wearable device that can "see" through walls has obvious implications.
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stationary in order to work. It cannot penetrate concrete walls over eight inches thick, and metal

objects like faraday cages will block its signal, though analog-to-digital converters and more

antennas can potentially extend the penetrative capabilities of the signal.52

As mentioned previously, the Xaver product line consists of the Xaver 100, 400, and 800,

all of which operate on UWB technology. According to official specifications, all three products

have a detection range of up to 20 meters and can penetrate "standard building materials" like

brick, adobe, and reinforced concrete.53' ' While the Xaver 100 is handheld, it can only

ascertain the "presence, movement direction, and distance" of an individual in a room,5 while

the most advanced device, the Xaver 800, can show both 3D and 2D representations of subjects,

the presence of static, nonliving objects and estimations of distance between potential targets.5

Project Tango is a much newer technology, having been announced only in February of

2014. The most important element of its new smartphone design is a chip called the Myriad 1, a

vision processor that is able to provide formidable new capabilities while still consuming a low

enough level of power to be usable on a mobile device.58 Previously, the sheer power

consumption of 3D sensing chips had made them untenable for use on phones, but technical

advances let the Myriad 1 perform tasks like "motion detection and tracking, depth mapping,

recording and interpreting spatial and motion data" while still operating on the platform of a

standard smartphone. A demonstration of the device from Google showed it mapping a room and

the objects within it, as well as providing distance measurement, ultimately creating a 3D

rendering that resembled something like a highly complex blueprint of a room.
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Jumping the Air Gap with badBIOS

The Trend

Recent studies have found that it is possible to hack into computers that are not linked to any

type of Internet connection. The term "air gap" refers to the physical space between computers

protecting them from other computers. The term has now been expanded to refer to being

separate from Wi-Fi and other forms of connection and communication. Using audio technology

that was initially created for underwater communication, a form of jumping the air gap popularly

known as badBIOS has been developed.62 Using badBIOS, computers are ultimately

defenseless against a committed hacker who is not physically or virtually linked in any way to

their machines. In order to receive information using this technology, the computer must first be

infected with malware in order to use the sound waves to transmit information .The badBIOS

technology could be used to take information from a non-networked computer and send it

through a networked technology to ultimately be sent via e-mail. As the hacker would not be

required to be physically located near the computer it is virtually impossible for the process to be

noticed.

There has been some controversy over the legitimacy ofbadBIOS, with concerns that it

stretches to the limits of technical plausibility, if it is indeed a real possibility at all. It has also

been expressed that, even ifbadBIOS were real, the incidences that it has been used for have

been incredibly isolated given the level effort that the technology requires. However, many

believe that the technology is in existence and it would have huge implications.

Implications for the 1C
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Retired US Navy Captain Mark Hagerott is concerned that the new technology allowing

hackers to jump the air gap could threaten the United States' militaiy status. When discussing

other forms of jumping the air gap, Hagerott noted that if the naval computer systems were

infected and then hacked, ships could be stopped in their tracks or surveillance and weapons

computer systems could also be hacked. The same concern could also be applied to aircraft and

ground forces. The new technology makes it very difficult to determine who exactly is gaining

unauthorized access to the computer.

In the intelligence community, badBIOS could alter how information is accessed. An agent

or officer could receive information from an infected unconnected computer without the user

realizing. It would provide for accurate crosschecking or the discovery of new information from

another party.

While the studies on jumping the air gap with badBIOS focus on using sound, other sensory

devices could also transmit information in a similar manner. This includes not only microphones

and speakers but also sensors such as cameras and LEDs. Thus, devices such as smartphones are

incredibly vulnerable as they have multiple sensors.

Current State of Affairs

Using almost ultrasonic sounds that are inaudible to humans, information can be covertly

sent through the air from one computer to another.66 The sounds are sent and received using

microphones and speakers that are already built in to computers. This technology could be used

to send information such as key logs and other data over the air gap. Using this type of hacking,

most technology used today to protect computers would not be programmed to stop the audio
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I
transitions. Currently, audio signals can transmit 20 bits of information per second over 19.7

I

l meters.68

I
At the moment, badBIOS technology requires that the computer sending out material be

I configured to transmit and receive the information. Experts have found that the software can be

•
installed via malware or through a backdoor into the computer. Once installed, the software is

I

1 very difficult to discover and remove.70 Therefore, once a computer is infected, it can

I
continuously send out information without having to connect to a network.

5-7 Year Outlook

In closer proximity, badBIOS can already transmit information via sound waves more

quickly than 20 bits per second. It is believed that transmitting from a greater distance at faster

speeds is possible in the future. Experts believe that other aspects of hacking, such as usin^

encrypted data, will be further explored using this technology.7
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Enhanced Verification Techniques
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Brain-Computer Interface

The Trend

Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) is the process of integrating the brain to an external

device like a computer through the brain's signals (EEG). Future capabilities expand from

human-to-machine to human-to-human communication, access to and manipulation of memory
»
) and learning processes, and even the ability to transfer the human psyche. BCI is considered

such a top priority that in 2013, President Obama launched the Brain Initiative, a $100 million
I

l dollar research effort to better understand and treat neurological disorders and injuries.7 This

program may have the potential to advance BCI with an effect similar to The Human Genome
I

Project, which returned $141 in positive investment for each of its $3.8 billion spent over the

course of 15 years.

Implications for the 1C

Harnessing the power of the brain is the next frontier and holds great potential for the

intelligence community. BCI can help prevent intelligence leaks by supplementing interrogations

during security clearance processing or while verifying the legitimacy of a source. However,

these capabilities could put case officers in danger of being uncovered and make it more difficult

for counter intelligence operations to supply disinformation plants.

In addition, BCI could be used to condition neurological responses to specific stimuli in

personnel.7 This could aid in the training of operatives by reducing anxieties associated with

operating in the field as well as increasing sensitivity and alertness to compromising conditions

like the increased presence of surveillance cues.
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An additional impact is the potential proliferation ofBCI in the populace at-large and

their risk of being manipulated through it. An internally planted BCI device, like those used in

medical treatment, can be hacked and redirected without great difficulty through an external

signal similar to Bluetooth, ultimately stimulating the different parts of the brain that influence

behavior. In essence, this would allow the person to be influenced to feel emotions of depression,

pleasure, and even risk-taking. The risk-takmg element is especially disconcerting as it includes

inclinations towards thrill-seeking, drug use, gambling, or even espionage itself.76 If this

procedure was used to influence an intelligence target that uses an internal BCI towards risk-

taking behavior, it would make him or her more susceptible to traditional recruitment strategies

(MICE),77 as that person seeks to feed the newfound lifestyle. This presents a threat to personnel

working in the intelligence community and sheds light on the need to provide a means of

securing our own employees against internal BCI manipulation.

Current State of Affairs

BCI is a broad field that currently is relegated to research. Its development is focused on

a range of consumer products, from video games to medical devices for treatment of

neurological disorders. Current use involves the placement ofelectrodes either on the exterior of

the head or inside the brain through an invasive medical procedure, though each method has pros

and cons. The external method allows for ease in use and mobility by only requiring an electrode

cap, electrode gel, and a device to read and decode the signals such as an iPhone. While this

does allow for great flexibility in where the procedure can take place, the downside is that

accuracy can suffer as a result of current sensors lackmg the sophistication to read through the
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skull without also receiving electrical interference from nearby devices or movement from the

I subject, even something as simple as chewing gum. This means that proper time must be taken to

prepare an electronically quiet location and that the subject must cooperate by refraining from

1) actions that will interfere with the signal.

The internal method requires a surgical procedure where a device or electrode is implanted

I; inside the subject's brain. While much more invasive, this method provides a clearer, more

reliable signal. A similar technique is being developed for use as a treatment for Parkinson s

I disease. The downsides to this method are long-term reliability of internal sensors, and the

»
possibility for sensors to be interfered with by an external signal - potentially causing

I psychological damage, or corruption of the device, thus influencing the subject's emotional state.

Current leaders in BCI include the U.S., Germany, China, Austria, Italy, and Spain.

>

5 -7 Year Outlook
»

» Much of the research geared towards the next five to seven years is focused on enhancing

BCI into a more robust product that can be made available for public consumption.

» Technological advancements will allow for the reduction in size of devices, the improvement m

safety and reliability, an increase in the amount and quality of data that can be transmitted, and

» the capability of wireless, rechargeable devices. These products are mainly geared towards

connecting people to computers, or smart devices, and ultimately, the Internet. Given the cost

» and invasive nature ofneurosurgery, much of the research for this time frame is focused on

external BCI development with a major emphasis on developing electrode algorithm design to

k provide more sophisticated sensitivity.
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In five to seven years, technological advancements combined with increased experience

operating BCI will provide a number of new BCI capabilities. One such capability is external

BCI and is a means of identifying a subject's familiarity to stimuli presented to him or her

without the subject being able to manipulate or control his or her own response. There is also a

possibility for very simple forms of communication, for example, basic du-ectional inputs for

land-navigation from a satellite source.

The ultimate evolution ofBCI and its widespread use will have enormous implications

for human intelligence collection and dissemination of intelligence products. For example,

eventually, after long-term development, the memory of an intelligence source could be scanned

for real-time recollections of a conversation or event; field officers could prepare for new

assignments in their sleep by downloading a new language; hatred m extremists could be

manipulated into a desire for cooperation, and intelligence reports could be telepathically

disseminated to policymakers. In such an environment, our intelligence efforts should see the

same type of collection advantage we ve enjoyed during the digital revolution. Unfortunately, we

can also expect to encounter similar controversies such as a debate over intellectual privacy

rights, and threats to operational security as our own thoughts or knowledge become an

intelligence liability.

While progress has been made towards these futuristic capabilities, BCI experts view

them as ultimate achievements of the field laying at least a half-century ahead, with major

hurdles to overcome, e.g., increased sophistication ofelectrode sensors and the ability to encode

information in the brain's own language.81
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Combined Enhanced Verification Techniques

\ The Trend

Lie Detectors have been around for many years and are most commonly associated with

I the traditional polygraphs that measure heart rate, respiration, blood pressure, and skin

galvanization. However, scientists in recent years have been working hard on other

I measurements which they are certain are associated with truthfulness.

Implications for the 1C

The implications for the 1C are obvious, as it is fundamental that the government will

want to determine the truthfulness of a potential intelligence officer, a source, or even a foreign

leader if he or she can be assessed from a distance. The actual applications of these scientific

tests depend on whether those being tested are doing so voluntarily, such as a source who walks

in off of the street and who must be vetted for truthfulness, or involuntary, as often occurs when

officers conduct interviews with sources in the field.

Current State of Affairs

Recent scientific studies have shown that monitoring the movement of a person's eyes

combined with sophisticated computer software can gauge the truthfulness of a subject. This

technology is different than polygraph testing, which measures emotional response to lying, as

instead it measures the cognitive reaction. By analyzing pupil dilation, eye movement, and

response time, the Utah-based company Converus claims it can predict lying with 85%

accuracy. Another newly enhanced method of lie detection is voice analysis, which has been
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greatly enhanced through computer technology. The technology monitors micro-muscle tremors

(MMT), which occur when a person is under stress and can be picked up in their speech.

Analyzing these tremors allows the operator to detect deception or truthfulness in the subject.83

Another computer technology analyzes subject's micro expressions, which are involuntary facial

expressions caused by emotional reactions, occurring when a person is trying to hide how they

are feeling. New systems such as "Silent Talker" can pick up these micro expressions in real-

time through its software. Additionally, there are products that enhance the capability for humans

to see blood flow and blood oxygen concentrations through the skin, changes in which have

some correlation with stress and lying. Though designed primarily for medical purposes, these

glasses (called 02Amps) could also be used for unobtrusively detecting mood and deception in

individuals, as it can amplify factors such as flushed faces and changes in oxygenation that might

come with lying.84 There are currently three types of glasses, allowing the viewing of blood

oxygenation, blood concentration, and a combination of both . Considering that 93% of all

human communication is nonverbal, accurately understanding these expressions is of great

importance.86

There is also the theoretical potential of using fMRl as well. Cephos Corporation and

University of Texas neuroscientist Andrew Kozel believe that the key areas of the brain that

activate during deception can be measured. Others seriously dispute their conclusions, though

University of California neuro scientist Richard Haier has studied fMRJ and believes that the

technology is "rudimentary.. .but worth studying." The drawbacks right now are that the subject

would have to remain perfectly still and the device may not be able to overcome physical and

mental resistance, and it may take decades for this technology to reach its full potential. As noted
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above with BCI, some scientists believe that by placing electrodes on the skull, they can

accurately determine whether or not a subject recognizes a picture of a face or place, as areas of

the brain light up with activity when exposed to recognized items.

5-7 Year Outlook

The key for the future is combination. No one seriously contends that blood pressure or

heart rate alone can determine truthfulness, but for over forty years law enforcement and the

intelligence community have made extensive use of a machine that combines only blood

pressure, heart rate, skin galvanization, and respiration to make judgments as to whether a

subject is being truthful. The limitations are obvious and the accuracy of the current polygraph is

highly controversial. In the last few years, with the aid of computer technology, scientists have

identified a number of new factors that they believe have positive correlation with truthfulness.

As with blood pressure or heart rate, none of these alone are dispositive, but combined they can

have a practical use. Accordingly, it is likely that in the next five to seven years the technologies

of pupil dilation, eye movement, MMT, voice stress, oxygen levels, and, with much more

research, £MRI and BCI, could be combined with the four current factors to create a much

effective device for verifying truthfulness. With a non-voluntary subject some of these

measurements could be problematic, as it is likely that only a few of these traits could be quickly

measured, but with a voluntary subject, all tools could potentially be effectively employed.
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Global Internet Provision
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Alternative Internet Options

I The Trend

At the present time only roughly one-third of the global population has access to the

1> Internet, which has prompted multiple groups to seek alternative ways to connect to it. Though

Internet is currently available through various commercial providers using satellites, several

I groups are working on other options. Significant players include Google, Facebook, and Thales

Alenia Space.
I

I

Implications for the 1C

\ Creating Internet access for currently unconnected countries means an increase in

opportunities to educate other populations as well as communicate with those on the ground.

1 Increased access will also provide more information on how people think and feel based on

online posts and activity. Operationally, some of these drone/balloon-based projects may allow
I

1 officers overseas to utilize online communication technology more effectively, especially where

satellite phones are not an option. Lastly, it may also be feasible for surveillance and
I

1 reconnaissance devices (such as cameras) to be attached to the devices in order to capture images

from a much closer distance than that at which satellites currently orbit (approximately 20

kilometers versus 300 kilometers for a low-flying satellite). Indeed, the Stratobus is already

including surveillance as a primary purpose.
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Current State of Affairs

Google's Project Loon, the most developed venture, investigates the possibility of

providing inexpensive, reliable Internet to unconnected parts of the world (presently 5 billion

people) via chains of weather balloons. These leak-proofpolyethylene plastic balloons are 12

meters tail by 15 meters wide when fully inflated, and have a surface area of 500 square

meters. Once launched to 20 kilometers above ground, they circle the globe three times, for

100 days, providing connection to a 40-kilometer radius on the ground at SG-comparable speeds

by passing along internet signals from ground stations to other Project Loan balloons, creating a

daisy chain of connectivity. Using wind and weather data from the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Association and internal sensors, it is possible to control a balloon's location by

determining which wind currents balloons follow, which is done by opening and closing a valve

to release helium. This ensures that the chain of balloons remains unbroken and the Internet

connection remains stable. A pump can be activated to raise the balloon's altitude and each

balloon houses an insulated lithium ion battery, a variety of sensors, and the receiver itself. The

battery pack runs exclusively off of solar power. Sensors collect 184 types of meteorological and

weather information that is used to best direct the balloon. Red antennas are affixed to houses

and community hot spots on the ground, which receive the signal from the balloons. These ball-

shaped ground antennas, made of a radio in the lower section of the sphere and the antenna in the

upper section, are dual-polarized to fix the issue ofcross-polarization and also provide twice as

much bandwidth. Waves are caught off of a reflector plate and directly from the balloon itself.

Facebook's Connectivity Lab, launched in March 2014 and staffed by former-NASA

aerospace gurus and British drone experts, will investigate other types of Internet provision,
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5-7 Year Outlook

As none of these projects is functional yet, the legal issues for these companies and

projects are still unclear, though the regulations will have to be set forth soon, as a bill passed in

2012 requires that the Federal Aviation Administration create drone regulations by November

2015.95 Free balloons, on the other hand, are governed under Title 14 Part 101 of the federal

code. The United Nations codes are also unclear. Many legal questions are unanswered, such as

national airspace and who governs the stratosphere, whether these balloons may be brought

down or interfered with, and to what jurisdictions these devices are subject. Depending on the

system, countries may still be able to censor the Internet content their citizens can access, though

it may be possible to find a way around these restrictions. On a more practical level, it may be

necessary for the global community to come to a consensus on a number of technical issues, such

as which parts of the spectrum will be used.
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including the use of solar-powered high-altitude drones in suburban areas and low-orbiting

I satellites in rural areas. The Lab will also attempt to use invisible infrared laser beams to

ensure high-speed connections. Facebook hopes that its drones will remain functional for years,

I outlasting Google's balloons significantly.

Finally, a consortium led by France's Thales Alenia Space is working on an autonomous

» airship called the Stratobus that can be launched like a blimp but can also hover in a stationary

fashion.91 The device is considered a cross between a satellite and a drone, and can carry a 91-
I

I kilogram payload. Though one function of the Stratobus will be internet provision, it will also

have many more possible applications, including border and maritime surveillance, observation,
I

1 security, telecommunications, broadcasting, and navigation.

Though the groups are all at different stages of development, no device is operational yet.

Project Loon launched its first pilot test in Christchurch, New Zealand, the summer of 2013.

Fifty residents of rural New Zealand without access to reliable Internet participated in the test,

which was largely successful. The pilot test has continued, and a ring of 300 weather balloons

around the 40 parallel is currently being established.92 As of December 2013 Project Loon was

lookmg for pilot testers in rural California, and Google will continue to test and improve their

designs, expecting to be operational by 2020.93 Facebook's lab is only in its nascent stages, and

though it appears some research has been started, there is much left to do before any designs are

released. Thales Alenia Space's Stratobus is also still in the design phase, though a prototype is

expected in the next five years.
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Women in Intelligence

The Trend

Women in emerging markets—most notably those of Brazil, Russia, India, China, and the

UAE—are significantly increasing their representation in terms of females earning tertiary

degrees and participating in the global workforce. It is significant that these women are working

in important positions of power, often at rates higher than the United States. While more women

in the U.S. have been receiving college degrees at all levels and do well on lower rungs of the

career ladder, American women continue to be significantly under-represented in top-level

business and political positions.97 Among other things, the lack of child care options pose one of

the greatest barriers to women obtaining powerful position m business and politics, issues that

are not as prevalent in these emerging markets.

Implications for the 1C

The increased amount of women working and holding positions of power in emerging

markets will make women in the U.S. intelligence community an increasingly valuable asset.

When collecting HUMINT in these countries, more women in positions of power mean that

more women will need to be recruited as agents. Therefore, the 1C will require more female case

officers, to both better fit the changing demographic of these countries' workforces and to

accommodate the increasing number of female agents recruited. However, this means that in

these areas it will be harder for female case officers to utilize being underestimated by those in

positions of power, who have historically been predominantly male. Put simply, it will be harder

for women to gain information by "playing dumb."99
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I
There are other important reasons the 1C should hire more women. For instance, women

I possess incredible leadership skills. Research spanning thirty years and over seven thousand

I
leaders has shown that "at every level, more women were rated by their peers, bosses, their direct

I reports, and their other associates as better overall leaders than their male counterparts—and the

higher the level, the wider the gap grows... At all levels, women were rated higher in fully 12 of

I the 16 competencies that go into outstanding leadership. And two of the traits where women

outscored men to the highest degree—taking initiative and driving for results—have long been

1> thought of as particularly male strengths."

The FBI even notes that the presence of female Special Agents can be extremely useful,

» writing that they have "different skills, approaches, and talents often spell the difference between

success and failure on a case or investigation. We have found that investigative teams composed

> of a blend of female and male Special Agents are much more effective at bringing complex

investigations to a speedy and successful resolution."101 This is on par with research

^ demonstrating that groups have a higher collective intelligence when they include women. In

fact, there is not a correlation between the individual IQs of group members and the group's
k - - .

li collective intelligence. Though, the more women present in a group, the higher the group's

collective intelligence.
»

1 While some of the differences between men and women are sociological, neuroscientists

have found that while men's brains overall are "optimized for motor skills," women's brains are
!

1 "optimized for combining analytical and intuitive thinking."103 Michael Scheuer, who led the

unit that found Osama bin Laden, publicly highlighted women's talent at analysis when he stated

the women in the unit were "extraordinarily adept at both mastering the kind of detailed
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information that's key to counterterrorism, but also very, very insightful in mapping out

relationships... I would have been happy to put up a sign outside my office that read, 'No men

need apply.'"104

Current State of Affairs

The percentage of women participating in the American workforce has remained stagnant

since 1990, with 74% of American women participatmg. As of 2011, 46% of CIA employees

are women, and while this may look like women are reaching parity within the Agency, only one

out of five female officers are promoted to the Senior Intelligence Service.10 This means the 1C

is not utilizmg women to its full potential. Like other organizations and corporations, this lack of

representation at higher ranks is in part due to lack of available and affordable healthcare.107 For

instance, not only is the U.S. the only industrialized country to not mandate paid maternity leave,

it is one of only four countries in the entire world.

Additionally, in the U.S., only 3% of CEOs are women. However, women represent 11%

of India's CEO's and 12% of Brazil's.109 Within the BRJC countries, women control two-thirds

of consumer spending as their earnings are growing at twice the rate of their male

counterparts.110 These numbers will continue to rise, since women in BRIC countries and UAE

are also remarkably ambitious—between fifty and sixty percent more than their U.S.

counterparts.
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5-7 Year Outlook

I

I While the ambitious women in emerging markets will continue to acquire positions of

I
power within business and politics, American women overall are increasing their education but

I not workforce participation or positions of power. As long as structural barriers like lack of

I
childcare and an latent sexual prejudice exist, the 1C will continue to miss out on the various

I benefits increased women in the 1C may offer. The 1C could also face difficulties collecting

I
HUMINT in these countries if there are not enough qualified female case officers applying to the

I 1C or remaining in the 1C after they start families. It is our belief, however, as well as our hope,

I
that in the next 5-7 years there will be more recognition of the greater need for women in the 1C.

I This is based on a better understanding of the increase in the role of women in BRIC countries

I
and the studies cited above related to the value of women in analysis, targeting, group

I performance, and leadership.
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Rampant Technology Reliance
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Generation Z
I
I The Trend

Innovations in technology increase at an exponential rate. This means that each new

I generation faces dramatically different scientific advancements than its predecessors. While

these improvements provide us with numerous advantages to make our lives easier and our work
I
I more efficient, technology is not exclusively beneficial and there are always tradeoffs. Threats

and vulnerabilities arise when technology becomes so pervasive that its users become reliant on
I
I it. This makes for an interesting question of how our most recent generation, a generation that

has grown up with far more exposure to technology at a much younger age than any other, will
>
( affect the intelligence community?

( Implications for the 1C

This generation, referred to as Generation Z and its members as Zeds, consists of those
»
I born in the year 2000 and later, and will have various distinguishing qualities due to their

reliance on technology that will overall negatively affect their potential as future case officers.
»
I For instance, while Zeds get plenty of practice chatting online and through text messages,

they are less adept at social interaction. Social skills are imperative for gathering intelligence,
»

( recruiting agents, and conveying information to policymakers, but they diminish as

communication occurs increasingly through virtual means instead of face-to-face interaction.
I

I This leads to decreased emotional intelligence, a necessity to master the arts of manipulation and

deception.
I

I
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Zeds' prominently virtual social lives will have other implications. Generation Z is very

active in social networking sites, even as children. This means they will have an enormous

digital footprint, which will inhibit their ability to maintain aliases while operating covertly. ^

The current epidemic of childhood obesity will also likely follow Zeds into adulthood,

meaning Generation Z will face many health issues. Research has also demonstrated a ^

negative correlation between obesity and cognitive function.

Zeds may also be more impatient and forgetful with their shorter attention spans. While

this has obvious negative implications for them as analysts, their higher propensity for ADD

could actually enhance one aspect of their effectiveness as case officers, since those with ADD '*'

^
are more attune to their surroundings and tend to notice thmgs in their environment others may ^^

overlook. '*'

While being tech-savvy may make a person distinguishable in the present, Generation Z |^

is so accustomed to using technology that this will be their trademark and they will be ^"

individually unremarkable in this respect. In fact, Zeds may be increasingly less resourceful, j^^

For example, when you grow up with devices telling you how to get everywhere you need to go,

navigating in unfamiliar areas may prove impossible with only an old-fashioned map and

compass.

Current State of Affairs w"

These are just a few examples of how the distinctive qualities of Generation Z will |H^

impact the next generation of analysts and case-officers. Some may question how Zeds differ ^"

from millenials, those from Generation Y. Though Generation Y can also be characterized as j^
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increasingly tech-reliant and little separates those born near either side of the transit! oning

I millennia, the amount of technology surrounding the youngest children of Generation Z stands in

stark contrast to that of the oldest of Generation Y. Millenials, after all, remember a time when

^ cassette tapes, floppy disks, and fax machines were considered high-tech.

^
>
) 5-7 Year Outlook

In the next five to seven years, Zeds will begin to enter college and finally the work

) force, increasing their influence. There will be more research and analysis available at this time

regarding this generation and their potential implications for the 1C. Data collected in the present
I

should be compared with future research to gain a firmer understanding of how technology usage

impacts children and adolescents. The cliche "children are our future" is especially applicable to

the intelligence community in this respect.
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"Internet of Things"

The Trend

Since the invention of the first Internet-capable refrigerator by LG in 1999, "smart

appliances"_appliances connected to the Internet—have become more and more popular.

Costing $20,000, LG's refrigerator was largely ignored by consumers, who considered it too

expensive and unnecessary. However, a decade and a half later, smart appliances in the home are

slowly becommg the norm, with most major manufactu-ers carrying a line of connected devices

that can be controlled remotely via smartphone application. As these devices proliferate, a

higher level of connectivity between them has emerged, ultimately combming into what has been

coined the "Internet of Things.'

Implications for the 1C

Cybercriminals are planting mobile malware and hacking into smart appliances, as earlier

this year fridges were used to send spam emails."0 Many smart devices are not equipped with

the same anti-virus and anti-malware protection that computers and laptops have, so this will

likely continue to be a problem. Webcams and microphones, ostensibly embedded in products

for voice command and video chat purposes, may be hacked for video and audio surveillance and

interception. Even without cameras, accessing these devices will help build a reliable pattern of

life, as they would record when a person is frequently home or away and what his or her habits

are once inside. Many of these products can be controlled from outside the home via smartphone

application, and could be used to provide real-time warnings to officers, such as an air-

conditioner being turned on in preparation for an occupant's arrival. Hacking these appliances
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can be used to target a subject psychologically, from starting a kitchen fire by turning the oven

on, to continuously flickering the lights and sounds of the house, instilling nervousness or fear.

Of course, these capabilities can easily be employed against us, so the intelligence community

would have to live in such a way that these structural changes did not make them vulnerable as

well.

Current State of Affairs

^ Currently, Whirlpool offers smart dishwashers, refrigerators, and a washer/dryer line that

all feature the 6 Sense Live Technology, allowing users to remotely access temperature settings,
>
} energy usage, and a power switch.119 GE's line ofBrillion-enabled ovens can be turned on and

off remotely, can alert users to maintenance needs, and can signal cooking statuses. Samsung

I rolled out its first touchscreen-enabled refrigerator in 2011, running applications such as Pandora

I
and Google email.izl An air conditioner currently sold in South Korea can check the weather and

I

1 adjust the temperature and humidity accordingly. Equipped with video cameras, it also acts as a

home monitoring system.

Innovation extends beyond the products themselves, as manufacturers have now come

out with appliances that "talk" to each other: a refrigerator can alert the television that the

refrigerator door has been left open or a washer can transfer settings to a dryer when a load is

ready to switch. Automation hubs that control multiple appliances and systems are also being

produced, and major retailers such as Staples and Lowe's are working on integrating with

these. Google recently purchased Nest, a company that produces smart thermostats and smoke

detectors. Nest's products learn from human behavior by tracking data to automatically
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program settings, and can also communicate with other Nest devices throughout the country to

create a bigger aggregate picture of consumer usage.

5-7 Year Outlook

Because home appliances are usually only purchased to replace an older, often broken

model, the proliferation of smart appliances is not expected to occur completely in an immediate

fashion. However, this kind of connectedness, also called the "Internet of Things," has already

become a well-established trend, particularly for wealthier or more tech-sawy groups, and so it

is not unwise to expect the rest of the population to follow. Defined as "the network of physical

objects that contain embedded technology to communicate and sense or interact with their

internal states or the external environment," the Internet of Things moves beyond home

appliances and smartphones. It includes everything from wireless cardiac monitors, sensors

used on cattle to give farmers bovine fertility information, and alarm clocks connected to a

specified train schedule for real-time alerts. This kind of integration will ultimately increase

our reliance on technology and may completely change our patterns of living as a society.
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t
Increased Use of Domestic UAVs

t
( The Trend

^
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are becoming commonplace in everyday lives.

( Militarily, UAVs are beginning to make up a larger portion of modern forces. They are used

d
consistently for surveillance, defensive, and offensive purposes by the government and within

^ the international arena. However, federal, state, and local law enforcement; foreign nations; and

I
now domestic companies, such as Amazon, are experimenting with UAV package delivery

(
( systems. This could result in a vast proliferation of UA Vs across the globe.

>
(
} Implications for the Intelligence Community

Security concerns arise in the form of hacking and undetectable surveillance, as drones

ji could potentially become common and relatively inconspicuous in the skies. Hacking these non-

lethal drones can lead to varying degrees of threats, from simple information theft to shipment
>

( hijacking. The latter threat could lead to events similar to 9/11, depending on the size of the

drone. Additionally, as drones become more prevalent, they will also become more discreet. This
I
I would allow them to become virtually undetectable while in plain sight, collecting data or

hacking computers and cell phones. The implications here go two ways: first, the gathering of
I

I intelligence may become easier and, second, operatives and case officers must become

increasingly aware that drones are becoming increasingly available to enemies. The intelligence
I

1 community must expect that foreign nations will send drones over US targets to supplement or

replace satellite surveillance. Specifically, the intelligence community could equip drones with
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Wi-Vi, Xaver, infrared, and other technologies mentioned in this report and use the drones to

perform overhead surveillance that might see through the roofs and walls of a target.

Current State of Affairs

As stated previously, federal, state, and local officials are using drones, and Amazon

recently announced that they are looking at UAV package delivery. Although FedEx CEO Fred

Smith disagrees, many other private companies are likely to follow suit.129 At a recent

conference related to on ongoing study of drones conducted by Texas A&M-Corpus Christi,

approximately 150 private employers expressed an interest in the technology. There have also

been numerous reports of foreign nations using drones.

Currently, security expert Todd Humphreys announced that that he could hack into

military drones relative ease, following up this claim by grounding an $80,000 drone during a

demonstration for the Department of Homeland Security. The grounding was merely an example

to raise awareness about drone susceptibility to cyber-attacks. However, this gives way to further

implications as cyber security is increasingly threatened. In an interview, Humphreys claimed

that it was his greatest fear that a teenager could simply download an app and redirect UAV

traffic in the near future. Furthermore, researchers Glenn Wilkmson and Daniel Cuthbert have

successfully tested Snoopy: drone technology that will autonomously hack into Wi-Fi-capable

devices and gather information from it.
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5-7 Year Outlook

As UAV technology advances, the prospect for increased domestic non-lethal UAV

usage is not only probable, but also inevitable. The sky may be full of small drones in the next

ten years, and their potential usage could span from product delivery to police surveillance.132

The experimentation and investment by private companies with small UAVs, such as Amazon,

reveal that this trend of increased UAV usage is already occurring. The American Civil Liberties

Union and other organizations are working to establish numerous laws to govern the usage of

domestic UAVs. This legal trend shows that governmental and private agencies both agree that

the prevalence of future UAV traffic is unavoidable. The FAA, as of this date, has not caught up

in regulating drones, although it is expected some legal guidance may be implemented in the

future.133
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